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Abstract
In this paper, a novel background model on
spatio-temporal patches is introduced for video surveillance, especially for night outdoor scene, where
extreme lighting conditions often cause troubles. The
spatio-temporal patch, called brick, is presented to
simultaneously capture spatio-temporal information in
surveillance video. The set of bricks of a given background patch, under all possible lighting conditions,
lies in a low-dimensional subspace, which can be
learned by online subspace learning. The proposed
method can efficiently model the background and
detect the appearance and motion variance caused by
foreground. Experimental results on real data show
that the proposed method is insensitive to dramatic
lighting changes and achieves superior performance to
two classical methods.

1. Introduction
Background modeling plays a key role in video surveillance. In the past decade, various background modeling algorithms are developed and achieve great progress [4]. However, there still remains a bottleneck for
system performance for night outdoor scene (Fig.1),
where faint lighting, low SNR, low contrast, dramatic
illumination changes, etc., all can cause troubles.
The traditional pixel level methods [4, 7] cannot
cope with global changes in the scenes, since they
model the background as a set of independent pixel
processes. Recently, there is a tendency to use the
neighborhood information of a pixel to improve the
performance of background modeling, i.e., spatial
neighborhood (block-based) [2, 3, 4 and 8] or temporal
neighborhood (optical flow based) [10]. Both these
methods have been used with success. However, in a
night outdoor scene, the block-based methods often
suffer from either heavy false alarm due to dramatic
lighting changes or missing detection as the foreground
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Fig. 1. Challenging scene examples(refer to Fig.6)
is very similar to the background in local due to low
contrast; the estimation of optical flow frame-to-frame
also faces troubles due to the dramatic illumination
changes, e.g., occasional car lighting.
Intuitively, spatial neighborhood information and
temporal neighborhood information are complementary to each other. For example, in a faint lighting and
low contrast environment, the motion of foreground
supplies the most visual information; whereas when
there is a dramatic illumination change, the appearance
of foreground gives us the main visual information.
Motivated by above observations, we propose a
novel background modeling method in brick level,
which simultaneously utilizes spatio-temporal information to improve performance. In the proposed method,
the brick is the fundamental atom of processing. Unlike
the block or optical flow feature, brick can capture the
appearance information in the spatial domain and the
motion information in the temporal domain at the same
time. Based on the bricks, the background models are
learned by an online subspace learning method, i.e.,
CCIPCA algorithm [9], which is fast in convergence
rate and low in computational complexity. The
proposed method has three major properties: 1) It
utilizes spatio-temporal information for background
modeling; 2) It is insensitive to dramatic lighting
changes in night outdoor scenes; 3) It is able to detect
the non-salient appearance variance of foreground due
to low contrast.
Some researchers [5] also use the spatio-temporal
information for background modeling. However, their
consideration is the problem of developing background

2. Brick analysis
A brick, as shown in Fig.2, is a small spatiotemporal patch (e.g., 15 15 7 ) within a video
sequence [6]. Given a video sequence, a set of brick
sequences are obtained. Each brick sequence corresponds to a fixed patch within the video frame.
It is well-known that the set of n-pixel images of
an object, under all possible lighting conditions, lies in
image space [1]. In
a low-dimensional subspace in
a night outdoor scene (Fig.1), there are mainly three
states for a brick, i.e., normal background bricks,
bricks with illumination changes and bricks with
foreground occlusion. Here, we make two assumptions
about the brick distribution.
Assumption 1: The set of bricks of a given background patch under various lighting conditions lies in
a low-dimensional manifold (background subspace)
embedded in the high-dimensional brick space.
Assumption 2: Due to the randomness of foreground, the bricks with foreground occlusion are uniformly distributed in the high-dimensional brick space and
can be well separated from the background subspace.
The approximate subspace can be captured by online subspace learning, as there are rich images under
various lighting conditions in surveillance application.
Two experiments are introduced to demonstrate the
above assumptions. Without loss of generality, we
randomly select a 15 15 7 patch as shown in Fig.1
and the first 20,000 bricks containing various changes
are obtained. The brick distribution is offline analyzed
by batch PCA using supervised information, i.e., the
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Fig. 3. Eigenvalue curves of different state bricks, (a)
background, (b) foreground occlusion
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models for scenes with consistent background motion,
e.g., trees waving in the wind. And they build the background models based on the responses to spatio-temporal derivative filters at each pixel in the video sequence.
Compared with classical GMM [7] and LBP [3]
background modeling, the experimental results on real
data demonstrate superior performance of the proposed
method for night outdoor scenes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the definition and properties of brick are
presented. The proposed method is discussed in
Section 3. Experimental results and conclusions are
given in Section 4 and 5 respectively.
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Fig. 2. The three levels of background modeling
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction error curves of different types
of bricks and the corresponding ROC curves
bricks are manually divided into three subsets w.r.t. the
three states and analyzed separately.
Fig.3 shows the curves of eigenvalues learned
from different subsets. Because the number of normal
background bricks is larger than those with lighting
changes, when analyzing part of normal background
bricks and all the bricks with lighting changes are used
for learning in Fig.3a. In Fig.3b, the training samples
are those with only foreground occlusion. From these
results, we can see that background bricks (with only
lighting changes) do lie in a low-dimensional subspace,
whereas the fore-ground bricks distribute in a highdimensional space.
Fig.4 illustrates the curves of reconstruction errors
and the corresponding ROC curves. We use part of
normal background bricks to learn a subspace. And the
rest of background (red), part of the lighting change
bricks (green) and all foreground bricks (blue) are
projected into the subspace. The residual errors are
shown in Fig.4a. In Fig.4b, part of bricks with lighting
changes is used for training, the rest together with part
of normal background and all foreground for testing.
Fig.4c and 4d give the corresponding ROC curves.
These results demonstrate that the normal background
bricks and the bricks with lighting changes lie in the
same subspace, from which the foreground bricks can
be well separated.

3. Background modeling on bricks
In this paper, we solve the problem of background
modeling by online subspace learning.

3.1. Problem formulation
When a new frame
1,2, … comes (its size
⁄
), we divide it into
is
, where is the patch index and
is
patches ,
the height and width of the patch (suppose that and
can be divided exactly by ). For each patch , , we
1
combine it with the corresponding previous
5) to form a brick (Fig.2), whose size
patches (e.g.,
. Then we will obtain a set of brick
is
, where
sequence
, , , ,…, , ,… .
In the brick sequence (e.g., corresponding to the
patch shown by red rectangle in Fig.1), there are
mainly two types of changes, i.e., illumination changes
or foreground occlusion. The bricks with only lighting
changes are the background bricks and lie in a lowdimensional subspace , which can be learned by an
online subspace learning method. Here, we reshape the
) colubrick , into a D-dimensional (
mn vector , (mean removed).

3.2. Online subspace learning
In this paper, we adopt a fast incremental principal
component analysis algorithm, candid covariance-free
IPCA (CCIPCA) [9], to compute the principal components of a brick sequence, i.e., background model. The
CCIPCA algorithm is fast in convergence rate and low
in computational complexity. In our implementation,
the algorithm is slightly modified in initialization, learning rate setting and updating scheme.
, ,…, ,… ,
Given a brick sequence
(for succinctness of notation, we drop the
where
brick vector, the
patch index in the suffix) is the
first
dominant eigenvectors are estimated recursively by following two equations:
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where ·,· denotes inner product, , is the
1
eigenvector updated by the
brick vector,
,
,
, is the residual brick vector after
being projected onto the first estimated eigenvectors
is the learning rate. The authors proved that,
and
with the algorithm given by Eqs. (1) and (2), ,
when
∞ , where
is the
largest
is the
eigenvalues of covariance matrix of
and
corresponding unit eigenvector [9]. In addition, the
is updated by:
mean
.
(3)

In the implementation, a batch PCA algorithm is
first performed on first few (e.g., 200) bricks to
initialize the CCIPCA algorithm. In order to adapt the
variance of new frames more efficiently, the learning
rate is set with a fixed value (e.g., 0.005), no longer
correlating to
as in Eqs. (1) and (3). The new
updating equations are given by Eqs. (4) and (5).
,
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The incoming bricks do not always belong to the
background subspace, so it is necessary to avoid using
these to disturb the model. When a new brick arrives,
and the subspace
is
the distance
between
recursively computed as follows,
,
1,2, … , d (6)
,
,
, ,
,
,
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, ,
,
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unit eigenvector of
where ,
1

,

is
the subspace . If is less than a threshold ,
marked as background and will be used to update the
subspace , otherwise foreground. Note that the
distance in Eqs. (7) is just the residual error of .
But it cannot be computed as traditional manner, i.e.,
∑
,
, ,
,
(8)
,
usually are not orthosince the eigenvectors ,
gonal to each other strictly [9].

Fig.5. Comparison of performances between patch
level (2nd column) and brick level (3rd column)

4. Experiments
We evaluate the proposed algorithm on a number of
night outdoor scenes, collected by LHI [11], and the
performance is satisfactory. The frame size of the
video sequence is 384 288. The frame rate is 25fps.
We first show the efficiencies of the brick in capturing
the appearance and motion changes comparing to patch
level and then compare the performances with two
classical approaches, i.e., GMM [7] and LBP [3].
We first convert the color frame to gray, and then
subsample it to a 96 72 small image. From the small
image, we extract a patch of 4 4 for each pixel and
use them to construct brick. In this case, the context
information around each pixel is also being considered.
Fig.5 shows the results of background modeling in

patch level ( 4 4 1 ) and brick level ( 4 4 5 )
respectively. Note that in patch level there are heavy
missing detections due to lack of the information of
brick in temporal domain. In the follow experiments,
the brick size is empirically set to be 4 4 5.
Fig.6 shows some results of background modeling
with a long video sequence. The dimension of subspace is set to be 8. The learning rate and matching
threshold
(for all subspaces we simply set the same
threshold) in our method is 0.0005 and 50. For GMM
[7] and LBP [3], their parameters are all set with proper values. From the results, we can see that GMM
performs poorest when there are dramatic illumination
changes. While LBP operators [3] can tolerate some
illumination changes, it fails with extreme lighting
changes on the road. The proposed method achieves
the best performance, although it seems to be sensitive
to the tiny changes in the roadside beyond the street. In
Fig.7, more comparison results on another scene are
given. Note that both missing detection and false alarm
exist in the results of LBP, whereas our method shows
ability of tolerating extreme illumination changes and
being sensitive to the appearance variance caused by
foreground, though there are some “trails”.
The proposed method in above experiments runs in
about 15fps on a standard PC (Inter Pentium 2.8G with
1GB RAM). Using some sophistical schemes, e.g.,
updating part of all the models in turn with each new
frame, the frame rate can be improved to 40fps with
performance reduced slightly.

5. Conclusions
We present a novel method for background modeling in brick level, which utilizes space-time information simultaneously, is insensitive to dramatic lighting
changes and can capture the tiny appearance and
motion variance of foreground efficiently. The
algorithm also has some limitations. For example, it
fails in the surface with specular reflection, e.g.,
marble wall. This problem can be solved by using the
geometry context information [4] which can also speed
up the algorithm.
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